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30 wild horses

100 kms et 8100 m change in altitude through the pyrénées

3 riders embarked on the adventure

transhumance
new official movie

thursday, march 26

Drawn by the outdoor and endless landscapes, Hanna, Juan and Laura,                                                 
3 international riders embarked on one of the last transhumances in Europe.



a return to the roots of our passion

After a trek on foot climbing over 1 km in altitude, we finally meet the horses at the 
Col de Cassaings. We have to gain their trust before we were able to share with 
them the descent to the valley, which was 100kms and barely 6000m elevation 
gain over the next 3 days. We make it to the Cirque de Campuls where we spend 
our first night under the tent… and under the rain.

We spent long hours rediscovering horses far from arenas, in conditions that 
pushed us out of our comfort zone. Tiny paths were the way we crossed the 
mountains sleeping in between bivouacs through mists and wind until we reached 
the calm of the Bispou summer pasture.

Beyond these endless landscapes, the encounter with the herd, it is about our 
relationship with horses. 

breathtaking views
as a playground

During 3 days, Hanna, Juan and Laura rode along with 30 Merens horses from the 
highlands of the Pyrenees to the milder valleys.



JUAN MATUTE GUIMON - international dressage rider
«I have rediscovered the origin of my passion for horses.»

LAURA DEMAILLE - international show jumping rider
events & partnerships manager at horse pilot
«Leading a horse is not the same as leading a herd.»

HANNA TARDIVEAU - international show jumping rider
«This adventure allowed me to return to one of the basic values of the relationship 
between the horse and the rider: trust.»
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Watch the film

3 riders
embarked on the adventure

https://www.horsepilot.com/fr/rider-stories/1-transhumance
https://www.horsepilot.com/fr/rider-stories/1-transhumance
https://www.horsepilot.com/en/rider-stories/1-transhumance

